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ABSTRACT The data demand for 5G networks is expected to be much higher than current throughput
requirements. To meet this demand, a dense topology of interlinked small cells is needed. Laying new
copper and fiber in such a dense network would be cost prohibitive. There is, therefore, an urgent need for
high capacity wireless point-to-multipoint backhaul solutions. In this paper, we provide a compendium of
solutions for ultrahigh data rate physical-layer broadcast andmulticast using free space optics in 5G backhaul
networks. We show that the problem of optimal multicast in mobile scenarios with highly directional optical
links is a time-dependent prize collecting traveling salesman problem which is NP-hard. In formulating our
problem, we develop a novel prize assignment strategy that guarantees the selection of mutually non-disjoint
multicast sets. Due to the problem being NP-hard, we provide several potential heuristics for multicast
in fixed and mobile scenarios, and present a comprehensive performance evaluation of the developed
schemes.

INDEX TERMS Free space optics, multicast, 5G, backhaul, set cover, traveling salesman problem.

I. INTRODUCTION
The upcoming 3GPP 5G standard is designed to provide
several gigabits per second throughput to users. The recent
availability of several GHz of spectrum in the millimeter
wave range is a key enabler of this throughput. 5G networks
are envisioned to have a node density of about 50BSs/km2 [1].
This densification of cellular networks, combined with high
throughput links, leads to interference. In order to manage
interference and to ensure coverage in indoor and challenged
environments, the concept of femto-, atto-, pico-cells and
several other small cells have been proposed. However, these
cells need to be interlinked - and the cost of laying new
fiber or copper is extremely high. Therefore, there is an
urgent immediate need for high capacity wireless backhaul
solutions. These backhaul links cannot be fixed point-to-point
wireless, but they need to support point-to-multipoint (using
beam steering or other techniques) to accommodate Quality
of Service and other constraints.

The 3GPP standards for LTE specify the Evolved Multi-
media Broadcast and Multicast Service interface; it is
anticipated that the corresponding demand in 5G will
be much higher. Another interesting application of high
data rate wireless point-to-multipoint communication is
in datacenters where fiber is replaced by laser-based free

space optical (FSO) links [2], [3]; data replication occurs
in applications such as MapReduce and redundant storage.
In mobile delay tolerant networks [4], replicating a packet
to multiple nodes during a contact opportunity is very
important.

While mmWave backhaul links have been investigated,
we propose the use of FSO links for several reasons. First,
compared to mmWave (tens of milliradians), the beamwidth
is much smaller (µrad range) and therefore supports higher
densification. Second, the entire optical spectrum is license
free, with several THz of freely available spectrum. Third,
inexpensive commercial off-the-shelf equipment can be used
to establish multi-Gbps FSO links (e.g., Koruza [5]). This
development is largely due to the availability of cheap fiber
optic communication hardware - FSO links can be established
by removing the optic fiber cable [6]. Fourth, laser commu-
nication has been demonstrated [7] at distances exceeding
100km, and at bit rates exceeding 80Gbps (though not
simultaneously) in both static and mobile scenarios. In fact,
the NASA LLCD project recently demonstrated an Earth-
Moon optical link. These success stories continue to happen:
Facebook very recently demonstrated an 80 Gbps, 13 km
free space optical cross-link designed for use as backhaul
in platforms such as OpenCellular.
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Laser data rates are very high mainly because the
beamwidth is very small [8]. Trying to reduce the link align-
ment time by widening the beam has the unwanted side effect
of heavily reduced data rate. Thus there is a fundamental
tradeoff between data rate and alignment delay. This problem
is not very apparent in point-to-point links where the latter
is incurred only once when the link is initially setup. Unfor-
tunately this delay is incurred multiple times in backhaul
networks where senders frequently talk to multiple receivers
(e.g., during broadcast). In such networks it is essential to
address this problem before trying to improve capacity by
deploying highly directional links.

Motivated by the need for multimedia broadcast and multi-
cast at ultra high data rates, we investigate the problem of
physical layer multicasting (as opposed to multicast routing)
in free space optical networks. We expand upon our previous
work on FSO multicast in static scenarios [9] and emulated
static conditions in mobile delay tolerant networks [4], [10].
While static multicast was shown to be NP-hard through
reduction to Set Cover, we show that mobile multicast is an
instance of the Time-Dependent Prize Collecting Traveling
Salesman problem. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: we put our work in context with related efforts and
present scenarios in which our developed solutions can be
applied to in Section II. In Section III, we present a brief
review of performing optimal multicast in static environ-
ments, whiles mobility is covered in Section IV. In Section V,
drawing from our solutions for static and mobile scenarios,
we compare solutions for both scenarios, and the effective-
ness of using one solution for an environment it was not
designed for. In the same section, we formulate heuristics
meant to support mobile multicast. An evaluation of the
various multicast schemes is presented in Section VI, after
which we provide a conclusion.

II. APPLICABLE SCENARIOS & RELATED WORK
Multicasting in directional networks (whether RF, mmWave
or optical) has been investigated in the state of art. In this
section we first describe our application scenario (5G back-
haul) through the use of expository examples, and summa-
rize past and ongoing work. Static and mobile scenarios are
differentiated and described in detail. Then, we provide a
summary of related work across the spectrum, and show
that our work is unique in several aspects. Contributions of
this article are summarized, and is differentiated from our
previous work [4], [9], [10].

A. APPLICABLE SCENARIOS
We now present some scenarios in which multicast can be
used when nodes are either static or mobile.

1) STATIC MULTICAST
With the ever growing demand for data traffic, 5G and
other next generation wireless systems, cannot completely
rely on macro cells to support the increase in data capacity.
A dense deployment of small cells having a range of at

most a few hundred meters is widely recognized as the
direction to proceed in addressing increasing data capacity
demands [11]–[13]. A major challenge that has to be
confronted with such a dense deployment of small cells is
the provision of a backhaul network connecting these cells
to the core network. Obviously, a wired backhaul would not
only be expensive, but would also be unscalable [14]–[16].
There is therefore the need to make provision for a cost-
effective and scalable backhaul network that does not use the
already congested sub 3 GHz portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. In [15], [17], and [18], the use of millimeter-wave
(mmWave) backhaul links in the unlicensed 60 GHz band
and licensed 70 to 80 GHz band between macro and pico-
cells and among picocells has been explored. With mmWave
backhaul systems, data is aggregated from multiple users
within the coverage area of a small cell’s base station (S-BS)
and routed via multiple high capacity mmWave backhaul
links to the macrocell’s base station (M-BS) which then
forwards it to the core network. Point to multipoint backhaul
networks [15], [17]–[20] allow for a low latency and cost
effective 5G inter-BS reconfigurable wireless backhaul since
any required link can be created on demand by virtue of either
beam steering or beam switching as opposed to setting up
O(n2) dedicated links to connect n BSs. The use of hybrid
RF/FSO as a backhaul solution for 5G wireless systems
has been investigated [21]–[23]. Multicast can be leveraged
in improving the latency and throughput of high capacity
wireless optical backhaul networks for 5G communications
and other next generation technologies.

2) MOBILE MULTICAST
In networks with highly directional transceivers, mobility
introduces challenges with respect to maintaining links
during a communications period. Pointing, acquisition, and
tracking of the optical beam needs to be precise so as
to preserve the link’s existence. Facebook’s plan to beam
the Internet to rural and hard to reach areas using laser
equipped solar powered drones [24]–[26] is a possible
scenario whereby multicasting can improve throughputs.
The basic concept of Facebook’s proposed approach is
presented in Figure 1. A network is formed between high
altitude drones linked to a ground based Internet gateway via
a ‘‘mother’’ drone. The drones relay Internet payload between
themselves using high speed optical links and they serve their
target communities with Internet via radio.

B. RELATED WORK
Over the last few years, many researchers have explored areas
such as highly directional multicasting and wireless optical
mobile ad-hoc networks. In this section, we present these
related efforts and compare how they differ with the work
presented in this paper.

The multicast problem in energy-aware and energy-limited
RF networks is addressed in static scenarios using tree
construction algorithms [27]–[31], [35]–[44]. These efforts
do not tackle mobility. Optimal link layer multicasting
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FIGURE 1. Possible application of mobile multicast: A high altitude
platform for Internet access in rural communities.

in indoor static RF wireless networks using antennas with
switched beamforming capabilities is achieved in [88]
by manipulating the power across the composite beam’s
main lobes. For static mmWave wireless networks, [45]
proposes an adjustable beamwidth mechanism which maxi-
mizes the data rate of receiving nodes. In the area of direc-
tional multicast in RF-based adhoc networks, the approach
in [32]–[34] and [84], [85] use switchable antennas with
fixed patterns in mobile and static environments respec-
tively. The use of directional antenna systems in vehicular
networks has been widely studied [70], [75], [82], [83].
Zhang et al. [75] study the multicast throughput capacity
in directional RF antenna based vehicular ad hoc networks
subject to delay constraints. Using a linear highway vehicular
mobility model, a protocol for the dissemination of broadcast
data from a static base station along the road to mobile
vehicles is developed [82]. The protocol incorporates a mech-
anism to select relay vehicles in a manner that maximizes
broadcast throughput.

In [54]–[63], the authors introduce and implement a FSO
node design in which spherical surfaces are tessellated
with several transceivers to attain near omnidirectional node
coverage. They achieve this by means of an auto-alignment
circuit that detects a loss of line of sight by electronically
tracking optical beams. These efforts use LEDs which have
divergence angles far greater than that of lasers used in our
work. Using the tessellated transceiver design, [64], [65]
design a distance vector routing protocol for hybrid RF/FSO
based mobile adhoc networks. An evaluation of the impact
of directional communications on ad hoc networks running
dynamic source routing is presented [74].

The issue of link maintenance [46]–[53] in wireless optical
mobile networks, although addressed, is limited to just a pair
of nodes. In [51] and [52], inclinometer sensors and GPS
are used to obtain a node’s position for coarse alignment,
whiles [46]–[50] uses an inband approach comprising of
directional transceivers sending beacon signals to achieve the

same objective. Reference [53] explores improving connec-
tivity using adaptive divergence and transmit powers. With
respect to RF, [70] explores using beam steerable directional
antennas to improve link stability between mobile vehicles
and a static base station.

The issue of medium access control (MAC) in RF-based
directional wireless networks has been well investigated [73],
[76]–[79], [87]. [73], [76] explores and addresses challenges
in MAC protocol design stemming from interference due
to the higher ranges of directional transmissions. Steen-
strup [87] develop a TDMA-based MAC protocol that maxi-
mizes the number of concurrent sessions in the network.
For the improvement of the lifetime of an ad hoc wireless
network, coordination of transmissions is required. In [71],
this is made possible using electronically steerable direc-
tional antennas to develop an energy-efficient routing and
scheduling algorithm.

The authors of [66]–[69] develop algorithms for unicast
networks with fragile optical links. The objective of such
algorithms is the minimization of a transient information
level metric defined to be a function of both the amount
of information in the network and the projected physical
distance to the destination, where constraints such as Quality
of Service (QoS), varied network traffic, transmission and
storage limits are incorporated into the algorithm. To meet
QoS requirements such as latency and throughput, adaptive
control of power and beamwidth is explored in [72] for
topology control in hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks.

We draw from a number of concepts such as the ability
to perform directional multicasting, usage of a single direc-
tional steerable transceiver, the adjustment of beamwidth
and mobility in building our multicast algorithms in highly
directional optical networks. In Table 1, we categorize related
efforts using the concepts we build on in our work. We indi-
cate which concepts or techniques were used (with a X).
In Table 1, optical refers to the use of wireless optical
transceivers such as LEDs and lasers, directional multi-
cast refers to using multicasting in directional networks as
opposed to performing omnidrectional broadcast, tracking
refers to the ability for the transmitted beam to follow the
trajectory of mobile nodes, steerable refers to using a single
transceiver which can be guided to point in any direction,
rather than a switchable antenna system whereby the direc-
tion in which the antenna system points to can bemanipulated
by changing which antenna is active. A single directional
beammeans that, there is only one active beam per transmitter
whiles the adjustable beamwidth category refers to the ability
to change the beamwidth of the transceiver on the fly.

Our main contributions in this paper is the development
of a compendium of solutions for multicast over free space
optical links in static and mobile scenarios. We expand upon
our previous work on FSO multicast in static scenarios [9]
and emulated static conditions in mobile delay tolerant
networks [4], [10]. This effort is different from our work
in [4], [9], and [10] mainly due to the consideration of
mobility. In this paper (Section IV) we provide a generalized
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TABLE 1. Summary of related research efforts.

solution for achieving optimal multicast in mobile networks
via a translation of the problem to the Time-Dependent Prize
Collecting Salesman Problem.

III. OPTIMAL MULTICAST: THE STATIC SCENARIO
In this section we review our static multicast algorithms
from [9], [10]. We provide a background into the FSO PHY,
describe concepts such as broadcast and multiple unicast
which ultimately lead us to formulating the static FSO multi-
cast problem. We then provide an exact solution and a faster
but approximate greedy heuristic.

A. PRELIMINARIES
The beam generated at the FSO source either diverges due
to physical imperfections in the source, or can be made to
diverge using a lens; this angle of divergence is defined as
the beam divergence angle θ (Figure 2a). Given L as the
Euclidean distance between the sender and receiver, the effec-
tive data rate Rb at a divergence angle of θ is expressed [89]
as

Rb(θ ) =
Pr
hf Nb

=
PtD2LtpLrpηtηr10

−αL
104

hf Nbθ2L2
(1)

FIGURE 2. (a) Illustrating various FSO link parameters for a point-to-point
link: Pt ,Pr , L, θ and D. (b) A RF+FSO network where A talks with C, D & E
with a FSO beam divergence of θ . A is unaware of B since it is outside of
A’s RF radio range. (a) FSO Link. (b) RF+FSO Net.

where Pt is the transmitted power, D is the receiver diameter,
Ltp and Lrp are the pointing losses resulting from imperfect
alignment of the transmitter and receiver respectively, ηt
and ηr are the transmitter and receiver optical efficiencies
respectively, α is the atmospheric attenuation factor, f is the
frequency of the light source, h is Planck’s constant and Nb is
the detector sensitivity. The RF+FSO systemmodel is shown
in Figure 2b. The nodes (‘‘A,B,C,D,E’’ in Figure 2b) are
equipped with an omnidirectional RF radio as well as a direc-
tional FSO radio. Nodes broadcast their position over RF.
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We account for possible positioning errors (dotted line around
nodes in Figure 2b), since GPS systems currently have a
3m position accuracy g 95% of the time. Therefore, nodes
have to set θ such that the receiver is within the FSO foot-
print. Nodes outside the RF range (‘‘B’’ in Figure 2b) are
not considered as neighbors since their location cannot be
obtained.

B. SYSTEM MODEL: BROADCAST VS. MULTIPLE UNICAST
The fundamental building blocks to formulating the static
multicast problem are the concepts of broadcast and multiple
unicast which are based on the ability to manipulate beam
divergence and steer the laser transmitter. With broadcast
(Figure 3a) the transmitter’s θ is manipulated so that all
receivers are within its footprint. In the case of multiple
unicast (Figure 3b), data is sent to each receiver one at a time
with non-zero alignment delay dal accounted for. We define
dal as the time it takes a node to perfectly reorient it’s laser
transmitter in the direction of another node. We use our
understanding of broadcast and multiple unicast to obtain all
possible multicast combinations. We define a universe U of
nodes that are to receive broadcast data. A set Si is a group
of nodes in the network whereby exactly one transmission
is required to multicast to each of it’s elements. It is noted
that the union of all sets Si should be equal to U . A hybrid
combination of sets is presented in Figure 3c whereby the first
multicast transmission is a broadcast to B&Cwith the second
transmission being a unicast to D.

FIGURE 3. Illustrating several set combinations in FSO multicast (a) a
broadcast set with a FSO beam divergence angle of θ1 (b) multiple (three)
unicasts with divergence angles of θ2, θ3 and θ4 (c) a hybrid of broadcast
and unicast sets. The union of all sets in a diagram is always equal to the
universe of nodes. (a) A set with all receivers (B, C and D). (b) A possible
combination of sets. (c) Another combination of subsets.

The minimum number of multicast sets K can be derived
by sorting receivers in order of decreasing azimuth φ from the
origin (where node A is located) and observing that, whiles
following a clockwise trajectory, if φi for node i is less than
φj for node j, and greater than φk for node k , and if j, k ∈ Sx ,
then node i∈ Sx . Using this structure to enumerate all possible
sets for a given U from Figure 3, we see that there is exactly
1 set of size 3 (S1), exactly 3 sets of size 1 (S2, S3, S4), and
exactly 3 sets of size 2 (S5, S6 = {C,D} and S7 = {D,B},
S6 & S7 are not shown in Figure 3).Therefore generally,
to broadcast to N nodes, there are exactly N sets of size
1 through to size N − 1, and exactly 1 set of size N , for a
total of K = N 2

− N + 1. The constructed sets lead us to the
static FSO multicast problem (S-FSOMP).

C. STATIC MULTICAST PROBLEM FORMULATION
The static FSO multicast problem can be stated as follows:
given a universe U = {n1, n2, . . . , nN } of N nodes, a collec-
tion S = {S1, S2, . . . , SK } of K = N 2

− N + 1 sets can
be constructed. The cost of broadcasting data to a set Si is the
data delivery delay di which depends on Rb for that set, which
in turn depends on the required θ . The objective is to findS ′ ∈
S withminimum total delay such that allN nodes are covered.
The delivery delay di for a set Si is computed using the
size of the broadcast data P, the minimum divergence angle
θi required for all member nodes to be in the transmitter’s
footprint, and alignment delay dal . Using Equation 1, di is
calculated as

di = max
j

{
P

Rb(θi)
+ dal

}
where 1 ≤ j ≤ |Si| (2)

where Rb(θi) is calculated for each node j ∈ Si using different
values of distance Lj.We formulate the optimal FSOmulticast
problem as a 0/1 integer problem. Each set Si is assigned a
binary decision variable: xi is 1 if Si ∈ S ′, and 0 otherwise.
The problem can now be formulated as follows.
Problem 1: The Static FSO Multicast Problem

minimize
K∑
i=1

xidi (3)

subject to
⋃

Sj = U ∀ Sj ∈ S ′

where Si ∈ S ′ if xi = 1 (4)
In the objective (Equation 3), the delay di per set is the

cost (Equation 2) of sending data to all nodes in that set.
Equation 4 stipulates that each node has to be in at least one
set. Taking into account the structure of constructed multicast
sets, we see that that optimal solution to S-FSOMP consists
of mutually disjoint sets (see Theorem 1).

D. THE EXACT STATIC MULTICAST SOLUTION (S-SC)
We translate the Static FSO Multicast Problem (S-FSOMP)
into a Minimum Weighted Set Cover (MWSC) problem.
Formally, the MWSC problem is as follows. Given a universe
U of N elements, and a collection S = {S1, S2, . . . , SK } of
sets whose elements are in U , where each set Si is assigned
a weight wi, the objective is to find a subset S ′ of S with
minimum total weight such that each element in U exists in at
least one set in S ′ (i.e., all elements are ‘‘covered’’). We can
easily see that S-FSOMP is equivalent to theMWSCproblem.
Theorem 1: The exact minimum weighted set cover

(MWSC) solution to S-FSOMP guarantees the selection of
mutually disjoint multicast sets.

Proof: Suppose for the sake of contradiction that
there exists a sequence of multicast transmissions D =

{D1,D2, . . . ,DK } with optimal total cost C(D) which
contains a pair of mutually non-disjoint sets (D1,D2). We let
θD1 , C(D1) and θD2 , C(D2) represent the divergence angle
and cost associated with sending data to sets D1 and D2
respectively. In addition, we let D12 = D1 ∩ D2, and form
two new sets F1 and F2 s.t. F1 = D1 −D12 and F2 = D2. F1
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and F2 have θF1 , C(F1) and θF2 , C(F2) as divergence angle
and cost respectively. A new sequence of disjoint multicast
transmissions F = {F1,F2, . . . ,FK } is created from D s.t.
Fi = Di when i ≥ 3. With the structure of multicast sets
obtained via the azimuthal ordering of receivers, we see that
θF1 < θD1 . Since C(Si) ∝ θ2Si , C(F1) < C(D1), hence
C(F) < C(D). Since there is a sequence of disjoint multicast
sets F whose total cost is guaranteed to be smaller than D,
we establish the contradiction that D represents an optimal
solution. �

E. THE APPROXIMATE STATIC MULTICAST SOLUTION
The approximate solution S-AP to the static free space optical
multicast problem is based on the standard O(logN ) set
cover approximation algorithm in [90].We present the solu-
tion in (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 The Approximate Set Cover
Algorithm (S-AP)
Input: A universe S = {S1, S2, . . . , SK }

of K = N 2
− N + 1 sets

Output: A subcollection of sets S ′ that covers the
universe of U = {n1, n2, . . . , nN } of N nodes

1 S ′← ∅
2 U ′← ∅
3 for Sj ∈ S s.t. j← 1 to K do
4 compute dj using Equation 2

5 j∗ = min
j

dj
|Sj|

6 S ′← Sj∗
7 U ′← Sj∗
8 while U ′ 6= U do
9 for Sj /∈ S ′ do
10

dj
|Sj|
←

dj
|Sj−U ′|

11 j∗ = min
j

dj
|Sj|

12 S ′← S ′
⋃
Sj∗

13 U ′← U ′
⋃
Sj∗

S-AP takes as input the collection of all K sets. The set
cover is initially empty as seen in lines 1, and 2. In line 4,
the cost effectiveness dj

|Sj|
of selecting a set Sj into the cover

is initialized. S-AP works by greedily picking the most
cost-effective set (smallest cost per uncovered set elements)
in each iteration till all nodes are covered. In lines 6, 7,
the most cost effective set is chosen into the cover. Whiles
all nodes are not covered (lines 8 - 13), the cost effectiveness
of a set is updated to reflect the cost associated with currently
uncovered nodes (line 10). The most cost effective set is then
placed in the cover. This process continues until all nodes
are covered. This algorithm has a time complexity of O(N 2)
if linear search is used to obtain the most cost effective set
relative to covering previously uncovered nodes.

Theorem 2: The approximate minimumweighted set cover
(S-AP) solution to S-FSOMP guarantees the selection of
mutually disjoint multicast sets.

Proof: Suppose for the sake of contradiction that
Algorithm 1 selects a pair of mutually non-disjoint sets
(S1, S2) from the collection S of K multicast sets. We let θS1 ,
C(S1) and θS2 , C(S2) represent the divergence angle and cost
associated with sending data to sets S1 and S2 respectively.
We further assume that Algorithm 1 picks S1 first. In other
words, S1 is the most cost effective set in lines 4 - 7. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume that S2 is picked immediately
after S1. In addition, we let S12 = S1∩S2, and form a new set
F1 s.t. F1 = S2−S12 with θF1 , C(F1) as divergence angle and
cost (Equation 2) respectively. With the structure of multicast
sets obtained via the azimuthal ordering of receivers, we note
that F1 ∈ S. With S2 containing at least all nodes in F1,
we observe that θS2 > θF1 which translates to C(F1) <
C(S2). In addition to this, it is clear that after S1 is picked,
|S2 − S1| = |F1 − S1|. Therefore S2 cannot be picked
in the next iteration since C(S2)

|S2−S1|
>

C(F1)
|F1−S1|

. This process can
be repeated for any pair of selected sets. We have thereby
established via contradiction that Algorithm 1 always yields
mutually disjoint sets. �

Algorithm 2 Greedy Local Optimum Heuristic (S-HEU)
Input: Location (xi, yi) for nodes n1 to nN , P, dal
Output: Sets containing nodes in multicast group

1 for i← 1 to N do
2 φi← tan( yi−y0xi−x0

)

3 Sort nodes in clockwise order of φi to obtain n1′ to nN ′
4 j← 1
5 Sj← n1′
6 for i← 1′ to N ′ − 1 do
7 if di′,i′+1 < di′+di′+1+dal then
8 Sj← Sj

⋃
ni′+1

9 else
10 j← j+1
11 Sj← ni′+1

Due to the computational complexity associated with
the integer program formulation of the problem and the
O(N 2) S-AP(Algorithm 1), these solutions might not be
ideal for highly dense mobile networks where the network
topology changes frequently. We therefore provide a greedy
heuristic (Algorithm 2). The heuristic builds sets by greedily
comparing the cost of broadcasting to that of multiple unicast
to a pair of adjacent nodes. The delay di′,i′+1 associated
with broadcasting to a pair of adjacent nodes ni′ and ni′+1 is
defined as the weight d (Equation 2) of a set S = {ni′ , ni′+1}.
Similarly, the delay di′ associated with unicasting to a node
ni′ is defined as P/Rb(θi′ ). In lines 1 to 3, the sender sorts
the receivers in clockwise order of azimuth φi from the
origin (sender’s location). A set is then created and the first
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node in the array of sorted nodes is placed in it (lines 4,5).
In lines 6 to 11, the algorithm compares the delay associated
with broadcasting to a pair of adjacent nodes to that of
multiple unicast. Nodes are placed in sets depending onwhich
scheme is cheaper (lines 8-11).

IV. OPTIMAL MULTICAST: THE MOBILE SCENARIO
In Section III, we considered only instances where nodes
where static and it was assumed that the sender of the multi-
cast data was known, with all receivers pointing in the direc-
tion of the sender. Mobility introduces complexity into the
design of multicast algorithms for mobile networks, hitherto
not associated with multicast in static environments. With
mobility, the cost associated with sending data to nodes
in a set is a function of time. This is because Rb is no
longer constant, but depends on time varying θ , θ (t) and
time varying transmitter to receiver distances L(t). In addi-
tion to identifying the sets to use for multicast, the order of
consecutive transmissions also has an effect on the optimality
of the multicast solution. The FSO Multicast Problem with
Mobility (M-FSOMP) can be stated as follows: given a
universeN = {n1, n2, . . . , nN } of N nodes, a collection S =
{S1, S2, . . . , SK } of K = N 2

−N +1 sets can be constructed.
The cost of broadcasting data to a set Si is the data delivery
delay di which depends on a time varying Rb for that set,
which in turn depends on the required θ (t). The objective is
to find an ordered sequence of disjoint transmissions S ′ ∈
S with minimum total delay such that all N nodes receive
broadcast data.

A. THE TIME-DEPENDENT PRIZE COLLECTING TRAVELING
SALESMAN PROBLEM (TDPCTSP)
We show that an instance of M-FSOMP can be trans-
lated into a Prize Collecting Traveling Salesman Problem
(PCTSP) [91]–[93] with time-dependent edge weights.
The time-dependence of edge weights gives rise to
the Time-Dependent Prize Collecting Traveling Salesman
Problem (TDPCTSP). Formally TDPCTSP is stated as
follows. Given a list of cities, a prizewl at city l to be collected
if visited, a penalty hl if city l is not visited, and a time-
dependent cost cuv(t) between cities u and v, the objective
is to find a tour of a subset of these cities such that the total
cost and penalty is minimized, subject to the collection of a
certain prize wT .

In constructing the TDPCTSP instance, we create K + 1
‘‘virtual’’ nodes. The first virtual node v0 is the origin of the
cycle (i.e. the sender of broadcast data inM-FSOMP). Each of
the remaining K virtual nodes correspond to a unique multi-
cast set inS. In other words, we represent sets as virtual nodes
in the TDPCTSP instance. The universe of virtual nodes V =
{v0, v1, v2, . . . , vK } excluding the origin v0 maps directly to
the collection of multicast sets S = {S1, S2, . . . , SK } (i.e. v1
corresponds to S1, v2 corresponds to S2, . . . , vK corresponds
to SK ). In broadcast networks, data replication to the same
node, apart from scenarios whereby a packet does not reach
its next hop needs to avoided since it represents a wastage of

network resources. With this in mind, the optimal solution to
the M-FSOMP has to consist of mutually disjoint multicast
sets. To ensure that all receiving nodes get broadcast data
exactly once during a session, the trick in the TDPCTSP
instance is to develop a prize assignment strategy that guar-
antees that all valid tours have the same unique total prize,
whiles invalid tours have a prize not equal to the prize of any
valid tour.
Definition 1: A valid tour T is a cycle of V ′ ∈ V

visited virtual nodes with respect to the sending node X s.t.,⋃
Sj = N ∀ vj ∈ V ′ and Si

⋂
Sj = ∅ ∀ vi, vj ∈

V ′ where i 6= j.
Definition 2: An invalid tour is a cycle of V ′ ∈ V

visited virtual nodes with respect to the sending node X s.t.,⋃
Sj 6= N ∀ vj ∈ V ′ or Si

⋂
Sj 6= ∅ ∀ vi, vj ∈

V ′ where i 6= j.
In the next subsection we present a prize assignment

strategy that guarantees that the solution to the TDPCTSP is
a valid tour.

B. TDPCTSP PRIZE ASSIGNMENT STRATEGY
In this subsection, we present a way to assign prizes to
virtual nodes that guarantees the selection of a valid tour as
the solution to the TDPCTSP instance. Fist and foremost,
we form a basis setR of virtual nodes from V . vj ∈ R if and
only if |Sj| = 1∀ vj ∈ V and j ≥ 1. It is clearly seen that
|R| = N . We assign to each Rl ∈ R a basis prize bl = log pl
where pl is a prime number unique to Rl . We define the prize
wj for virtual node vj as follows

wj =

{
0 ifj = 0∑

l:Rl∈Sj bl ifj ≥ 1
(5)

The total prize of a valid tour wT is therefore

wT =
∑

l:Rl∈R
bl (6)

Theorem 3: The prize assignment wj =
∑

l:Rl∈Sj bl guar-
antees that the TDPCTSP instance selects mutually disjoint
multicast sets.

Proof: Suppose the prizes of virtual nodes in the
TDPCTSP instance are assigned using Equation 5, we will
show that Equation 5 guarantees the selection of mutually
disjoint multicast sets in the TDPCTSP solution. In doing
this, first and foremost, we prove that all valid tours yield a
total prize of wT . In addition to this, we also prove that no
invalid tour can have a total prize of wT .

The intuition behind our proof lies in the Fundamental
Theorem of Arithmetic [94], which states that every positive
integer can be uniquely represented as the product of prime
numbers. From the definition of valid tours in Definition 1,
we observe that a valid tour only contains exactly N receivers
each present in exactly 1 multicast set. Since each receiver
appears exactly once in a valid tour, each receiver is clearly
inR. With each Rl ∈ R uniquely assigned a basis prize bl =
log pl where pl is a unique prime number, the total prize of the
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basiswb iswb = log
∏

l:Rl∈R pl . The term
∏

l:Rl∈R pl ∈ Z>1,
hence, as a consequence of the Fundamental Theorem of
Arithmetic, it is uniquely prime factorable. It is easy to see
that the logarithm of all factors of

∏
l:Rl∈R pl yields the basis

prizes bl . The total prize of the basis wb, wb =
∑

l:Rl∈R bl =
wT where wT is the total prize for a valid tour in Equation 6.
We have shown that a valid tour always yields a total prize
of wT , hence the first part of the proof is complete.

The second part of the proof pertains to invalid tours.
We provide a proof by way of contradiction. We suppose that
there is an invalid tour with total prize wT . As seen from the
first part of the proof, by assigning logarithms of primes to
basis virtual nodes and using the Fundamental Theorem of
Arithmetics, a total prize of wT is attainable if and only if
there are exactly N unique receivers each present in exactly
1 multicast set. Clearly, this is a contradiction since invalid
tours either have at least a pair of mutually non exclusive
sets or do not contain N distinct receivers.
We have shown that the prize assignment wj =

∑
l:Rl∈Sj bl

preserves the selection of mutually disjoint multicast sets
in the TDPCTSP instance. The proof is complete. �

C. TIME-DEPENDENT COST FUNCTION
In this subsection we develop a time-dependent cost function
for the assignment of edge weights. This is necessary because
with mobility, the cost of sending data to a multicast set is
not constant over time, but depends on the positions of nodes
in the set relative to the sender during the transmission period.
To account for the fluctuations in instantaneous data rate,
we use the average data rate Rb(t) over a transmission period
to estimate the per set data delivery delay. Rb(t) for node j
in set Si is expressed as

Rb(t) =
M10

−αLj(t)

104

θSi (t)
2Lj(t)2

(7)

where M = PtD2LtpLrpηtηr
hf Nb

, θSi (t) is the time-varying diver-
gence angle for set Si, and Lj(t) is the time-varying distance
from the receiving node j to the sender X .

In Figures 4a to 4c, we illustrate effect of mobility on time-
dependent edge weights. We consider a static transmitter and
a mobile receiver moving at a speed of 2 m/s away from the
transmitter and initially located 20 m from it (as is the case
in Figure 4a). For the sake of analysis we use Pt = 60 mW,
g = 8 m, Nb = 6 photons/bit. As the receiver gets farther
away from the transmitter, θ per the set containing the single
receiver decreases (Figure 4b). This is because the farther a
node moves from the transmitter, the smaller the θ required to
meet g becomes (see Subsection III-A).We also observe from
Figure 4b that 1θrA

1trA
> 1θrB

1trB
where rA and rB represent regions

A and B respectively. In region A, 1θrA
1trA
�

1θrB
1trB

than that of
region B, so θ has a greater influence on Rb(t) compared to
the TX-RX distance Lj. However in region B, 1θrB

1trB
is very

small, hence, Rb(t) depends largely on Lj. This explains the
trend in Figure 4c.

Rb(t) over a transmission period is

Rb(t) =
1

tf − ts

∫ tf

ts
Rb(t) dt (8)

with ts and tf such that

P =
∫ tf

ts
Rb(t) dt (9)

P is the data sent per transmission period. The average cost
di per set Si is

di = max
j

{
P

Rb
+ dal

}
where 1 ≤ j ≤ |Si| (10)

where Rb is calculated for each node j ∈ Si using different
values of distance Lj and dal is the alignment delay.
We use the previously developed set weights

(Equations 7 - 10) to come up with an edge weight assign-
ment scheme for the TDPCTSP instance. We formulate our
problem on a complete directed graph G = (V, E) where
virtual nodes u ∈ V and edges (u, v) ∈ E . In performing
the translation from M-FSOMP to TDPCTSP, to make the
notation easy to follow, we let Su correspond to virtual node
u. The time-dependent edge weight cuv(t) for a pair of virtual
nodes u, v ∈ V is the cost of sending data to virtual node v
(set Sv) immediately after sending data to virtual node u (set
Su). cuv(t) is expressed as

cuv(t) =


max
j

{
P
Rb
+ dal

}
where 1 ≤ j ≤ |Sv|

∞, Su
⋂
Sv 6= ∅

0, if v = X

(11)

The data arrival time at virtual node v in the TDPCTSP
instance (i.e. the time Sv in M-FSOMP receives data) is tv =
tu + cuv, where tu is the time data arrived at the previous
node in the salesman’s path (i.e. the time the preceding set Su
inM-FSOMP receives data). Note that at the origin X , tu = 0.

D. A M-FSOMP TO TDPCTSP EXAMPLE
In this subsection, we present a translation of a M-FSOMP
scenario into an instance of TDPCTSP. Suppose node X
intends to send data to nodes A and B as shown in Figure 5a,
the objective is to find the sequence of multicast transmis-
sions with minimum total data delivery delay. We assume
that nodes X , A and B are mobile. In the M-FSOMP instance,
the universe of receiving nodes is N = {A,B}. With N =
|N | = 2, we then formK = 3 sets. The collection of setsS =
{{A}, {B}, {A,B}}. Each set is then associated with a virtual
node. The universe of virtual nodes V = {X ,A,B,AB}.
The basis for virtual nodes R is then R = {A,B}. We assign
prizes to each member ofR as described in Subsection IV-B.
Virtual nodes A, B and AB are assigned prizes of log 2, log 3
and log 6 respectively. The prize of a valid tour wT , which
is the sum of the prizes assigned to elements (i.e A and B)
in the basis. In this example, wT = log 2 + log 3 = log 6.
A complete directed graph G = (V, E) is then formed with
V = {X ,A,B,AB}, and edge weights assigned using the cost
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FIGURE 4. Illustrating the effect of node mobility on cost. (a) Time-dependent distance between a mobile receiver and a static transmitter, (b) Effect of
mobility on divergence angle θSi

(t), (c) Effect of mobility on instantaneous data rate Rb(t).

FIGURE 5. Conversion from M-FSOMP to TDPCTSP. (a) An instance of
M-FSOMP whereby node X intends to send data to nodes A and B with
field of views of �A, �B respectively, (b) An instance of the TDPCTSP with
the objective of finding the shortest tour with respect to X to a subset of
virtual nodes subject to prize constraints.

function in Equation 11. As an example, all edges terminating
on X are assigned a 0 weight whiles edges connecting mutu-
ally non disjoint virtual nodes (sets) are assigned a weight
of ∞ (Figure 5b). The edge weight for a pair of mutually
disjoint sets is time dependent.

E. M-FSOMP 0/1 INTEGER LINEAR
PROGRAM FORMULATION
We now formulate the M-FSOMP as a 0/1 Integer Linear
Program(ILP). The formulation is based on the PCTSP
0/1 ILP and the TDTSP 0/1 ILP presented in [91]–[93], [95],
and [96] respectively. The problem can now be formulated as
follows.
Problem 2: The FSO Multicast Problem with Mobility

minimize z∗sw + c
z∗
u∗v∗

with z∗ = max
z∈Z
| xzuv = 1

and u∗ = u, v∗ = v at xz
∗

uv = 1 (12)

subjectto
∑

v∈V\{u}

∑
z∈Z

xzuv − yu = 0 ∀ u ∈ V (13)

∑
u∈V\{v}

∑
z∈Z

xzuv − yv = 0 ∀ v ∈ V (14)

∑
(u,v)∈E

xzuv ≤ 1 ∀ z ∈ Z (15)

wT − ε ≤
∑
u∈V

wuyu ≤ wT + ε (16) ∑
(u,v)∈E

xzbuv
∑

(u,v)∈E
xzauv


(zb − za) sw − dal − ∑

(u,v)∈E
czauvx

za
uv

 ≥ 0

∀ za, zb ∈ Z s.t. zb > za (17)

where yu ∈ {0, 1}; xzuv ∈ {0, 1};

u, v ∈ V; (u, v) ∈ E; z ∈ Z (18)
In the objective (Equation 12), the time-dependent weight

czuv of edge (u, v) is obtained using a discretized version of
Equation 11. czuv is the average cost on edge (u, v) when
data is sent at any time within slot z to multicast set (virtual
node) v, immediately after a transmission to set u. To derive
czuv, it is necessary to obtain an upper bound tup on the total
time required to multicast data to all receivers. Since the
total multicast cost for the optimum sequence of transmis-
sions is upper bounded by the cost of any valid sequence of
transmissions, tup is basically the cost of a valid sequence
(e.g. a sequence of unicast sets or a single broadcast set).
With tu for the first transmission tu1 in the sequence known
(i.e. 0 s), Z = |Z| non-overlapping time slots each of width
sw are created from the tu1 to tup interval with each time
slot z ∈ Z .
xzuv is 1 if edge (u, v) in time slot z is selected to be in the

optimum tour and 0 if otherwise. yu is 1 if virtual node u
is selected to be in the optimum tour and 0 if otherwise.
Since the prize collecting constraint (Equation 16) guarantees
that all receivers in the M-FSOMP get the broadcast data,
the penalty hl incurred if virtual node l is not visited is set to 0.
The constraints in Equation 13- 14 guarantee that any virtual
node in the optimum tour has exactly one incoming and one
outgoing edge. Constraint Equation 15 ensures that at most
one edge is chosen per time slot. In other words, at most one
transmission to a multicast set can begin in each time slot.The
prize collecting constraint is given in Equation 16. Taking into
account that wT might be irrational because it is the sum of
logarithms, we subject the total prize collected to a lower and
upper bound of wT .
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In Equation 17, we introduce the alignment constraints. For
a pair of slots za and zb such that slot za precedes zb, we formu-
late constraints that ensure that the commencement of a trans-
mission in a selected slot only occurs at least dal seconds after
the end of the preceding transmission. We observe that since
zb > za, there are

Z (Z−1)
2 such constraints with each having

O(|V|2|) terms.

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN S-FSOMP AND M-FSOMP
We present a comparison between the solutions developed
to address multicast in static and mobile scenarios. Using
the same procedure in Subsection IV-A, it is easy to see
that S-FSOMP can be translated into an instance of PCTSP.
We briefly present an alternative to the MWSC formulation
of S-FSOMP.
Problem 3: S-FSOMP as a PCTSP

minimize

∑
u∈V

∑
v∈V\{u}

(cuv +dal)xuv+
∑
u∈V

hu(1−yu)

−dal
(19)

subjectto
∑

v∈V\{u}
xuv − yu = 0 ∀ u ∈ V (20)

∑
u∈V\{v}

xuv − yv = 0 ∀ v ∈ V (21)

w0 − ε ≤
∑
u∈V

wuyu ≤ w0 + ε (22)

where yu ∈ {0, 1}; xuv ∈ {0, 1}

u, v ∈ V; (u, v) ∈ E (23)
The symbols, constraints, and variables are identical to

those in Problem 2, with the only difference being the exclu-
sion of time-dependent variables and constraints. Note that
in the objective(Equation 19) of S-FSOMP, the alignment
delay dal is factored into the cost of a multicast set. Bearing
in mind that a sequence of Q consecutive multicast transmis-
sions incurs Q-1 aligment delays, we subtract one dal in the
objective. S-FSOMP in Problem 3 containsO(|V|2) variables
and O(|V|) constraints whiles the equivalent formulation
in Problem 1 uses O(|V|2) variables and O(N ) constraints.
With the TDPCTSP formulation of M-FSOMP, the total
number of variables involved is O(|V|2|Z|), with O(Z2)
constraints assuming |Z| � |V|. Clearly, TDPCTSP can be
used to solve S-FSOMP, however due to its larger number of
variables and constraints, it is more computationally complex
to solve relative to using either the MWSC or PCTSP formu-
lations in static scenarios. Due to the M-FSOMP being
NP-hard, in the next few subsections, we provide heuristics
to solve the mobile multicast problem based on two main
approaches: a mobile time dependent greedy heuristic, and
mobile heuristics based on static approaches.

A. MOBILE TIME-DEPENDENT GREEDY HEURISTIC
The time-dependent greedy heuristic (M-TDH, Algorithm 3)
described in this subsection is fundamentally similar to
Algorithm 2 for the static case, with the main difference being

Algorithm 3 Time-Dependent Greedy Heuristic
(M-TDH)
Input: A universe S = {S1, S2, . . . , SK }

of K = N 2
− N + 1 sets

Output: An ordered subcollection of sets S ′′ that covers
the universe of U = {n1, n2, . . . , nN } of N
nodes

1 for Sj ∈ S s.t. j← 1 to K do
2 compute wj using Equation 5

3 for nx ∈ U s.t. x ← 1 to N do
4 compute wT using Equation 6

5 wR← 0
6 S ′′← ∅
7 U ′′← ∅
8 At initial start time tszt0, for Sj ∈ S ′ s.t. j← 1 to K do
9 compute dj using Equation 10

10 j∗ = min
j

dj
|Sj|

11 S ′′← Sj∗
12 U ′′← Sj∗
13 tf ← ts+dj∗
14 wR← wj∗
15 while wR 6= wT do
16 for Sj ∈ S do
17 update dj at ts = tf using Equation 10
18

dj
|Sj|
←

dj
|Sj−U ′′|

19 j∗ = min
j

dj
|Sj|

20 S ′′← S ′′
⋃
Sj∗

21 U ′′← U ′′
⋃
Sj∗

22 tf ← ts+dj∗
23 wR← wR+wj∗

the incorporation of time-dependent set weights. Algorithm 3
takes as input the universe of K sets and yields an ordered
subcollection of sets S ′′. In lines 1 to 2, the prize associated
with each set(virtual node) is computed. The total prize of
covering each node is computed in lines 3 to 4. A running total
prize wR, and the current cover are initialized in lines 5 to 7.
At the initial start time for a session, the time dependent
weights for each set is computed (lines 8 to 9). The most cost
effective set is chosen and placed in the cover, the finish time
tf of the first transmission is initialized, and the running total
prize updated (lines 10 to 14). In lines 15 to 23, whiles the
total prize has not been met, the cost effectiveness of each set
is updated and the most effective set placed in the cover. This
process repeats itself till the total prize is met. Note that,
similar to Theorem 2, this algorithm yields mutually disjoint
sets.

B. MOBILE HEURISTICS BASED ON STATIC APPROACHES
In our previous works [4], [9], [10], we introduced static
multiple unicast (S-MU), the static optimal set cover solu-
tion (S-SC), the static local optimum heuristic (S-HEU),
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and the standard approximation algorithm to the set cover
solution (S-AP) to optimize multicast in static and emulated
static conditions in mobile networks. In this subsec-
tion, we describe a greedy approach to mobile multicast
using solutions obtained from static schemes. As estab-
lished in Theorem 1, Theorem 2, by the definition of
multiple unicast (Subsection III-B) and the operation of
the heuristic(Subsection 2), S-SC, S-AP, S-MU and S-HEU
all yield mutually disjoint multicast sets. The algorithm
(Algorithm 4) takes as input the sets computed by the static
schemes and yields an ordered collection of these sets.
In lines 3 to 7, the most cost effective set at the start of
the multicast session is chosen and placed into the new
cover. The time the transmission to this set is complete is
computed in line 8. In lines 9 to 16, the cost effectiveness
of each set is updated and the most cost effective (least cost
per uncovered elements) chosen. Note that the input sets to
the algorithm are mutually disjoint. This process of iterative
picking sets continues till a complete ordered collection of
sets is obtained.

Algorithm 4 Mobile Multicast Based on Static Set
Selection
Input: A subcollection of sets S ′ based on the output of

either S-MU, S-SC, S-HEU, S-AP
Output: An ordered subcollection of sets S ′′

1 S ′← ∅
2 U ′← ∅
3 At initial start time ts = t0, for Sj ∈ S ′ s.t. j← 1 to |S ′|
do

4 compute dj using Equation 10

5 j∗ = min
j

dj
|Sj|

6 S ′′← S ′j∗
7 U ′′← S ′j∗
8 tf ← ts+dj∗
9 while S ′′ - S ′ 6= S ′ - S ′′ do

10 for Sj ∈ S ′ do
11 update dj at ts = tf using Equation 10
12

dj
|Sj|
←

dj
|Sj−U ′|

13 j∗ = min
j

dj
|Sj|

14 S ′′← S ′′
⋃
Sj∗

15 U ′′← U ′′
⋃
Sj∗

16 tf ← ts+dj∗

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we analyze results for various mobile
multicast schemes: multiple unicast (S-MU) which greedily
performs N unicasts, our proposed time-dependent heuristic
(Algorithm 3) and the optimal set cover solution with greedy
modifications (S-SC, III-D and Algorithm 4). We do not
present results for S-AP and S-HEU since they were very
identical to S-SC. The reason being that S-SC, S-AP and

S-HEU are all inherently based on static set selections and as
such yield similar results when applied to a mobile scenario.
For a performance comparison of S-SC, S-AP and S-HEU
in static and emulated mobile networks, we refer the inter-
ested reader to our previous work in [10].

A. SIMULATION SETUP
For the evaluation of the various multicast schemes, we simu-
late an optical 5G backhaul network whereby a static
node (e.g. a 5G macro-cell base station on the roof top
of a building) sends data to mobile nodes (e.g mobile
5G micro-cell base stations on trains). The mobile nodes
randomly choose a destination, and move linearly towards
it as illustrated in Figure 7. Mobile nodes move with speeds
of 0 - 4 m/s. A single message (several GBs) was created at
the static node and relayed to all mobile receivers. Themobile
receivers were simulated to move away from the static node.
Each receiving node is between 100 m and 200m from
the sender at the commencement of the multicast session.
We use a default of 10 mobile receiving base stations which
translates to a base station density of node density of about
250 BSs/km2. Our simulation environment was a Java based
simulator which we built. In our work, we address issues that
might arise when nodes enter or exit the network during an
ongoing data transmission session to recipients. Assuming a
new node comes into the network in the middle of a session,
transmissions are not made to that new node. The new node
becomes part of a new session when the current session is
complete. In the case of a node leaving the network during
a session, if that node has not yet received multicast data,
the transmitter aborts data transfer to the node that has left.

We evaluate the performance of the solutions for this
scenario using total delay and throughput as metrics. Each
data point is the result of an average of 100 random runs.
The parameters we use for the analysis are data size P, align-
ment delay dal , receiver sensitivity Nb, localization error g,

FIGURE 7. The mobility model used in the simulations. A static 5G
macro-cell BS mounted on a roof top (node A) sends data to multiple 5G
micro-cell BSs on trains (Nodes B to F). Nodes B to F at time t1 choose
random destinations where they move towards and arrive at time t2
(denoted by locations B2 . . . F2).
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FIGURE 6. Percentage improvement in delay w.r.t. S-MU for different multicast approaches versus various network parameters. (a) Effect of P on
delay for P = 20-100 GB, (b) Effect of dal on delay for dal = 1− 5 s, (c) Effect of Pt on delay for Pt = 20-100 mW, (d) Effect of Nb on delay for
Nb = 2-10 photons/bit, (e) Effect of g on delay for g = 1-4 m, (f) Effect of α on delay for α = 1-5 dB/km, (g) Effect of N on delay for N = 5-15,
(h) Effect of ns on delay for ns = 0-4 m/s.

FSO transmit power Pt , number of mobile nodes N , atmo-
spheric attenuation α, and node speed vs. The default values
(and ranges) used are: P = 60 GB (20-100 GB), dal = 3
s (1-5 s), Nb = 6 photons/bit (2-10 photons/bit), g = 3 m
(1-4m), Pt = 60 mW (20-100 mW), N = 15 (5-15), vs = 2
m/s (0-4 m/s), α = 3 dB/km (1-5 dB/km). In addition,
we used a wavelength of 1550 nm, and a receiver diam-
eter D = 12 mm.

B. DELAY AND AVERAGE THROUGHPUT
The delay metric quantifies the time required to relay data
from the static node to all mobile receivers. We present
delay results (Figures 6a to 6h) as percentage improvements
over the S-MU baseline. We define average throughput to be
aggregate throughput (total data transferred/total time taken)
divided by the number of nodes. The effect of various param-
eters on average throughput is shown in Figure 8 again using
percentage improvements over the S-MU baseline.

In addition to these figures, we make available in Table 2
raw data of the actual S-MU delay results which were used
in the creation of Figures 6a to 6h. That being said, results
in this section would be interpreted by jointly considering
Figures 6a to 8h and Table 2.

Before we explain the results in detail, we first would
like to provide an intuition as to why the performance
improvements are generally less than 6%. With 15 nodes,
a GPS accuracy g of 3m, and with each receiver at least
100 m from the sender at the start of the multicast session,
the minimum divergence angle θ per node is about 0.06 rad.
Since the transmitter is steerable, it has a 2π transmis-
sion footprint. Assuming that nodes are evenly distributed

TABLE 2. S-MU delay and throughput data used to compute the
percentage improvements for the other schemes in Figures 6a to 8h.

within this footprint, the angular azimuthal spatial separation
between an ordered (anti)clockwise pair of receivers |φi+1 −
φi| is approximately 0.42 rad.With |φi+1−φi| � θ , and given
the fact that Rb ∝ θ−2,it is easy to see why algorithms would
generally tend to yield multiple unicast set selections. In other
words, node density plays a critical role in when receivers are
grouped into sets.
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FIGURE 8. Percentage improvement in throughput w.r.t. S-MU for different multicast approaches versus various network parameters. (a) Effect of P
on throughput for P = 20-100 GB, (b) Effect of dal on throughput for dal = 1-5 s, (c) Effect of Pt on throughput for Pt = 20-100 mW, (d) Effect of Nb on
throughput for Nb = 2-10 photons/bit, (e) Effect of g on throughput for g = 1-4 m, (f) Effect of α on throughput for α = 1-5 dB/km, (g) Effect of N on
throughput for N = 5-15, (h) Effect of ns on throughput for ns = 0-4 m/s.

In all our delay and throughput results, both M-TDH
and S-SC perform better than S-MU. M-TDH has the best
improvements in delay and throughput primarily because it
is an inherently mobile multicast scheme. S-SC and S-MU
on the other hand are schemes designed for static scenarios,
but enhanced through a greedy ordering of selected sets to
suit mobile scenarios. In Figures 6a and 8a, as data size P
increases, delay increases and throughput decreases across
all schemes. This is because the bigger the P, the longer
the per set data transmission delay. This directly translates
into a longer total delay (smaller throughput) per multicast
session. We also observe that there is a decline in percentage
improvements in delay and throughput as P grows larger.
When P is small, P

Rb
� dal for sets Si with |Si| > 1 and a

dense intra angular separation of nodes. These sets tend to be
chosen in the cover. For such sets, |Si| > 1, hence there are
fewer realignments relative to S-MUwhich suffers fromN−1
realignments. This explains why performance improvements
are higher at lower data sizes. At larger data sizes, P

Rb
and dal

are of similar orders of magnitude, resulting in a selection of
mostly unicast sets.

The effect of alignment delay dal on delay and throughput
are evaluated in Figures 6b and 8b respectively. As expected,
for the three schemes, an increase in dal leads to a rise
in total delay and a decline in throughput. This is due to
the fact that the greater dal , the longer it takes the last bit
to reach the farthest recipient in the last set in the ordered
collection of transmissions. As was the case in the relation-
ship between data size P and the evaluated metrics, for large
values of dal , P

Rb
� dal , and sets with multiple constituent

nodes are typically chosen. When dal is large, P
Rb

and dal
are comparable, with unicasting being the likeliest outcome
in such scenarios. M-TDH has the best improvement in delay
and throughput because it factors in time-dependent set costs
when greedily picking up sets to construct the cover.

A characterization of the impact transmit power Pt has
on delay and throughput is presented in Figures 6c and 8c.
There is a decrease in total delay (increase in throughput)
for S-MU, S-SC and M-TDH as Pt increases. This is fairly
intuitive since the per set transmission delay reduces with
increasingPt . The trend in Figures 6c and 8c can be explained
by observing that sets which have sizes greater than 1 and
have a dense spatial topology of nodes within it have the
tendency to be selected as Pt grows. A reduction on the
number of realignments over S-MU accounts for the rise
in the improvements in delay and throughput of M-TDH and
S-SC. With respect to transmit power, receiver sensitivity Nb
has a reverse effect on delay and throughput. This is because,
they are both scalars in Equation 1, and affect Rb in inverse
ways. The reasons behind the trends in Figures 6c and 8c can
be extended to support the trends in Figures 6d, and 8d.

We accounted for potential localization errors via the GPS
accuracy parameter g. When g is known, the minimum diver-
gence angle per set θ can be set in such a manner that the
boundaries of the transmitted FSO beam are tangential to the
circumference of the localization error region around nodes
at the extreme edges of the set. Clearly for all schemes,
an increase in g yields to a surge in delay and a reduction
in throughput. The reason for this is, as g increases θ for all
sets increases, leading to a reduction in Rb and an increase
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in delay per set. Subsequently, the aggregate delay increases.
M-TDH has a better improvement in delay and throughput
over S-SC, with both schemes offering superior performance
relative to S-MU in Figures 6e and 8e.

In discussing the effect of atmospheric attenuation α on
delay and throughput, we consider the relationship between
α and Rb in Equation 1. Rb depends on α exponentially.
The 1-5 dB/km attenuation factors are typical to clear sky. α
in that range does not significantly affect Rb. This explains
the slight improvements in delay and throughput as seen
in Figures 6f and 8f.

A network with a large number of receivers, incurs a
larger total delay than a smaller one. In the case of S-MU,
the reason is quite obvious, more sets (realignments) are
required to reach all receivers. In the case of schemes inwhich
the set size is not limited to a single node, generally as N
increases, either the number of sets, the divergence angle
per set, or both increase. This leads to a growth in delay
and a fall in throughput. In relation to Figures 6g and 8g,
an increase in N means greater node density. Greater node
density further implies a larger pool of sets to pick the collec-
tion of consecutive transmissions from. As N grows, there
is the tendency to select non unicast sets. This explains why
at N = 5, there is just an approximately 0.8% improvement
in delay and throughput for M-TDH as compared to a 2.8%
improvement when N = 15.

In discussing the effect of node speed vs on delay
and throughput, we would leverage on concepts from
Subsection IV-C. Using the results from Table 2, there is
a slight increase in delay (decrease in throughput) as vs
increases from 0 to 4 m/s. Figure 4 shows a dependence
of Rb(t) for node j in set Si on both the set’s divergence θSi (t)
and its distance Lj(t) from the sender. The closer a node is
to the transmitter, the larger the θSi and smaller the Lj is.
Nodes farther away have a smaller θSi but a larger Lj. With
these dynamics, determining which of the two parameters
has a larger influence on Rb(t) can sometimes be intricate
since Rb(t) depends inversely with the square of both terms
(see Equation 7).

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a compendium of multicast tech-
niques which can be used for fixed and mobile optical wire-
less backhaul in 5G network. We showed that the optimal
multicast problem can be translated time-dependent prize
collecting traveling salesman problem. In formulating the
optimal multicast problem with mobility, we developed a
prize assignment strategy and proved that such a strategy
guaranteed the selection of a valid tour of mutually non-
disjoint multicast sets. With the problem known to be
NP-hard, we provided and evaluated several potential heuris-
tics for multicast in mobile scenarios.
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